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Abstract

We present a formalization of the implementation of generics in the
.NET Common Language Runtime (CLR), focusing on two novel
aspects of the implementation: mixed specialization and sharing,
and efficient support for run-time types. Some crucial constructs
used in the implementation are dictionaries and run-time type rep-
resentations. We formalize these aspects type-theoretically in a way
that corresponds in spirit to the implementation techniques used
in practice. Both the techniques and the formalization also help
us understand the range of possible implementation techniques for
other languages, e.g., ML, especially when additional source lan-
guage constructs such as run-time types are supported. A useful
by-product of this study is a type system for a subset of the poly-
morphic IL proposed for the .NET CLR.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features—Polymorphism,
Classes and Objects; D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal
Definitions and Theory

General Terms: Languages

Keywords: Polymorphism, Generics, Run-time Types, CLR, .NET

1 Introduction

Parametric polymorphism, also known as “generics”, is an im-
portant new feature of Version 2.0 of the C] programming lan-
guage [10, 11] and also the .NET Common Language Runtime
(CLR) [18, 6] that underpins C] and other languages. In previous
work, two of the authors presented informally the design and im-
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plementation of generics for C] and the .NET CLR [14]. The pri-
mary novelty of the design is the integration of parameterized types
and polymorphic methods into the type system of the intermediate
language (IL) implemented by a virtual machine, or runtime. The
implementation techniques described there are novel in many ways:
they include “just-in-time” specialization of classes and code, code-
sharing between distinct instantiations of generic classes, and the
efficient implementation of runtime types using dictionaries of type
representations and computations.

There has also been much recent work [1, 20, 22, 21, 3, 4, 27]
on adding generics to the Java programming language [8], most of
which “compiles away” generics by translation into the JVM [17].
The fact that type loopholes were identified [13] in Generic Java
suggests we pay close attention not only to genericity itself as a
language feature [12], but also the underlying implementation tech-
niques. In particular, the generics implementation for the CLR is
of unique interest because better expressivity is achieved with ex-
tended support from the virtual machine, which contrasts with most
work on Java genericity whose design space is limited by targeting
the JVM.

In this paper we formalize the generics design of the CLR via a type
system and operational semantics for a subset of IL with generics,
and formalize two novel aspects of the implementation: specializa-
tion of generic code up to data representation, and efficient support
for run-time types. We do not attempt to formalize dynamic class
loading or just-in-time compilation (which is a challenging topic
on its own), instead presenting a static compilation scheme, thus
demonstrating that some of the techniques employed by the im-
plementation could be utilized by more conventional compilers for
polymorphic languages.

As far as possible, the formalization is faithful to the implemen-
tation whose prototype was described in [14]; this contrasts with
other work on IL (sansgenerics) [29] in which the target of a trans-
lation from IL is a foundational calculus based onFω. Our target
language corresponds (in spirit, at least) to the output of the first
stage of JIT-compilation. It does differ, however, in that the transla-
tion preserves static types, and at the same time the use of types as
runtime entities (e.g. in checked casts) is separated off using type-
repsà la Craryet al. [5]. This lets us prove an erasure theorem for
the target (“static types do not affect evaluation”) and makes it a
good basis for further work on optimization. Indeed it could form
the core of a typed intermediate language used by an optimizing
JIT compiler for the CLR. We also discuss briefly how an alterna-
tive target language that is more foundational in flavour (e.g.with
structural subtyping and recursive types) would offer both oppor-
tunities for expressing interesting optimizations and challenges for



(type) T,U ::= X | int32 | int64 | I

(inst type) I ::= C<T>
(class) cd ::= class C<X> : I {T f; md}

(method) md::= static T m<X>(T x) { e}
| virtual T m<X>(T x) { e}

(mdesc) M ::= T I::m<T>(U)

(exp) e ::= ldc.i4 i4 | ldc.i8 i8 | ldarg x
| enewobj I | eldfld T I::f
| ecall M | eecallvirt M
| eisinst I or e

(value) v,w ::= i4 | i8 | I(f 7→ v)

(type env) E ::= X,x : T

Figure 1. Syntax of BILG.

efficient implementation in a virtual machine.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we present
our source and target languages, and in Section 4 we formalize the
translation between them. To better demonstrate the key ideas for
supporting specialization and run-time types, we make simplifica-
tions with regard to the modelling of other features, such as shar-
ing and cycles in dictionaries of types, the possibility of an infinite
graph of dictionaries, and support for polymorphic virtual methods.
The handling of these features, together with other language con-
structs including value classes, is discussed in detail in Section 5
along with related work. Section 6 concludes. Interested read-
ers are refered to our companion technical report [28] for a type-
erasure semantics of the target language and the soundness proof of
the translation.

2 Source Language

Our formalization starts from a purely-functional core of the ver-
ifiable IL with generics, which we call Baby IL with Generics
(BILG)1. Following Baby IL [7], BILG specifies the instruction
set as tree-structured applicative expressions. In BILG, we sup-
port primitive types of various sizes, parameterized reference types
with general instantiations, polymorphic static and virtual methods,
and exact run-time types. The support for mutable fields, man-
aged pointers and value types (structs) is largely orthogonal from
the translation’s point of view, hence it is omitted, although exten-
sions for supporting value types will be discussed later.

The syntax of BILG is shown in Figure 1. The types (T or U) in-
clude formal type parameters (X or Y), primitive types, and type
instantiations of classes (I ). The type arguments of class instantia-
tions are uncurried and denoted using vectorsT.

A class definition (cd) contains the name of the class and its super-
class, a sequence of field declarations, and a sequence of method
declarations. FJ-like systems [12] usually define for every class a
single constructor whose behavior is fixed. In BILG this behavior
is built-in, hence the constructor is omitted from the syntax. We
take the liberty of using vector notation when there is no confusion.
For example, the list of field declarations is abbreviated asT f . For
simplicity we assume no field hiding,i.e., all fields in a class are
distinct from those in its superclass. The top of the class hierarchy

1:-)

Field Lookup: fields(I) = . . .

fields(object) = {}

D(C) = class C<X> : I {U1 f1; md}
fields([T/X]I) = U2 f2

fields(C<T>) = U2 f2, [T/X]U1 f1

Method Lookup: mtype(I .m) = . . .
mbody(I .m<T>) = . . .

D(C) = class C<X> : I {U f; md}
m not defined inmd

mtype(C<T1>.m) = mtype([T1/X]I .m)
mbody(C<T1>.m<T2>) = mbody([T1/X]I .m<T2>)

D(C) = class C<X> : I {U f; md}
static/virtual U2 m<Y>(U1 x) { e} ∈ md

mtype(C<T1>.m) = [T1/X](<Y>U1 → U2)
mbody(C<T1>.m<T2>) = 〈x, [T1/X,T2/Y]e〉

Figure 2. Macros on fields and methods look-up.

is handled specially and referred to asobject.

Methods are either static (statically dispatched based on the class
instantiation) or virtual (dynamically dispatched based on the ob-
ject). A method descriptor (M) provides the signature of a method.
As is the case of the implementation [14], we require that the type
instantiation of the class is specified, and the signature must be ex-
actly that of the definition. This is only to maintain the flavor of the
actual IL. For BILG, the argument and return types in the method
descriptors are of little importance due to the omission of overload-
ing. Method descriptors are used in method invocation expressions
(call andcallvirt).

Field access expressions (ldfld) refer to field descriptors which
also specify the type instantiations of the classes. Since field de-
scriptors are simpler constructs, we inline them in the correspond-
ing expressions.

The actual IL accesses method arguments by specifying an offset
(ldarg j). In BILG we use argument names (ldarg x) for ease of
understanding (this syntax is also supported by the .NET IL assem-
bler).

The run-time type testeisinst I or e′ returnse if e is an instance
of I ; otherwise it returnse′, which is of typeI . In contrast, the actual
IL returnsnull when the test fails. We use the default branche′ to
avoid introducingnull.

The remaining expressions are standard; they include loading of
constants (theldc family) and object creation (newobj). The val-
ues (v or w) are either integers or objects. Besides the labelled
fields, an object value contains also a name of the class instanti-
ation for dynamic dispatch.

A typing environmentE has the formX,x : T where free type vari-
ables inT are drawn fromX. Our semantics are in the style of
Featherweight GJ [12]. We use the following judgment forms to
define the static semantics:



Type Formation: E ` T ok

X,x : T ` Xi ok E ` int32 ok E ` int64 ok

D(C) = class C<X> : I {. . .} E ` T ok

E ` C<T> ok

Subtyping: E ` I <: I ′

E ` I <: I
E ` I1 <: I2 E ` I2 <: I3

E ` I1 <: I3

D(C) = class C<X> : I {. . .} E ` C<T> ok

E ` C<T> <: [T/X]I

Typing: E ` e : T

E ` e : I E ` I <: I ′

E ` e : I ′ E ` ldc.i4 i4 : int32

E ` ldc.i8 i8 : int64 X, . . .x : T . . . ` ldarg x : T

E ` I ok fields(I) = T f E ` e : T

E ` enewobj I : I

E ` e : [U/X]T mtype(I .m) = <X>T → T′

E ` ecall T′ I::m<U>(T) : [U/X]T′

E ` e0 : I E ` e : [U/X]T mtype(I .m) = <X>T → T′

E ` e0 ecallvirt T′ I::m<U>(T) : [U/X]T′

E ` e : I fields(I) = T f

E ` eldfld Ti I::fi : Ti

E ` e : I ′ E ` e′ : I
E ` eisinst I or e′ : I

Method and Class Typing: ` md ok in C<X>
` cd ok

D(C) = class C<X> : I {U1 f1; md}
X,Y,x : T ` e : T

` static T m<Y>(T x) { e} ok in C<X>

D(C) = class C<X> : I {U1 f1; md}
X,x : T,this : C<X> ` e : T

` virtual T m<Y>(T x) { e} ok in C<X>

fields(I) = U g f andg disjoint ` md ok in C<X>

` class C<X> : I {T f; md} ok

Value Typing: ` v : T

` i4 : int32 ` i8 : int64

fields(I) = T f ` v : T

` I(f 7→ v) : I

Figure 3. Typing rules of BILG.

Evaluation: fr ` e⇓ v

(frame) fr ::= (x = v)

fr ` ldc.i4 i4 ⇓ i4 fr ` ldc.i8 i8 ⇓ i8

(x = v) ` ldarg xi ⇓ vi

fr ` e⇓ v fields(I) = T f

fr ` enewobj I ⇓ I(f 7→ v)

mbody(I .m<U>) = 〈x,e′〉 fr ` e⇓ v (x = v) ` e′ ⇓ v

fr ` ecall T′ I::m<U>(T) ⇓ v

fr ` e0 ⇓ I ′(f 7→ w) mbody(I ′.m<U>) = 〈x,e′〉
fr ` e⇓ v (this = I ′(f 7→ w),x = v) ` e′ ⇓ v

fr ` e0 ecallvirt T′ I::m<U>(T) ⇓ v

fr ` e⇓ I ′(f 7→ v)

fr ` eldfld T I::fi ⇓ vi

fr ` e⇓ I ′(f 7→ v) {} ` I ′ <: I

fr ` eisinst I or e′ ⇓ I ′(f 7→ v)

fr ` e⇓ I ′(f 7→ v) {} ` I ′ /<: I fr ` e′ ⇓ v′

fr ` eisinst I or e′ ⇓ v′

Figure 4. Evaluation rules of BILG.

E ` T ok (T is well-formed in context E)
E ` I <: I ′ (I is subtype of I′ in E)
E ` e : T (e has type T in E)
` md ok in C<X> (md is well-formed in C<X>)
` cd ok (cd is well-formed)
` v : T (v has type T)

The typing rules are largely standard and shown in Figure 3. Fig-
ure 2 defines some macros to help manipulate fields and methods.

In the interest of modelling the observable behaviours of BILG pro-
grams, as opposed to a particular implementation, we use a big-step
evaluation semantics as shown in Figure 4. The variablethis is re-
served for self pointers; it corresponds to argument 0 in the actual
IL. A single stack frame suffices in defining the evaluation (most
interestingly for the cases of method invocations) because of the
simplicity of BILG. A generalization using a full-fledged stack of
frames appeared in Gordon and Syme’s Baby IL [7].

All of the judgment forms and helper definitions assume a class
tableD. When we wish to be more explicit, we annotate judgments
and helpers withD. We say thatD is a valid class table if̀ D cd ok
for each class definitioncd in D.

Theorem 1 (BILG evaluation preserves typing) Suppose thatD
is a valid class table,X,x : T `D e : T and`D vi : [U/X]Ti holds
for all vi ∈ v andTi ∈ T. If (x = v) `D e⇓ w then`D w : [U/X]T.

Proof sketch.By induction on the structure of the evaluation deriva-
tion. 2



(type) T,U ::= X | int32 | int64 | I

(inst ty) I ::= C<T>
(ext ty) τ ::= T | Rep(T) | Rep(M)

(cnstrnt) s ::= ref | i4 | i8
(class) cd ::= class C<X.s> :I {T f;md} with τ
(meth) md::= static T m<X.s>(τ x) { e} with τ

| virtual T m<X.s>(T x) { e}
(mdesc) M ::= I::m<T>

(desc) D ::= T | M

(exp) e ::= i4 | i8 | x | I(e,e) | ecall M
| eecallvirt M | eldfld I::f
| eisinstI eor e | RT | RM | mkrepI e
| mkrepM(e,e) | objdictie | mdictie

(value) v ::= i4 | i8 | I(v,v) | RT | RM

(ty env) E ::= X.s,x : τ

Figure 5. Syntax of BILC.

3 Target Language

What makes the implementation of generic IL unique is that it com-
bines exact run-time types, shared code and code specialization for
non-uniform instantiations. To focus on these issues without be-
ing distracted by the largely orthogonal handling of object-oriented
features [29], we designed our target language, Baby IL with Con-
straints (BILC), to contain counterparts for all the expressions of
BILG. The novelty of BILC lies in its support forconstraints, term
representations of types (ortype-repsfor short), anddictionaries.

The syntax of BILC is shown in Figure 5. Its type language is
stratified into types (T or U), which consist of all BILG types, and
extended types (τ), which support type-reps. Extended types oc-
cur explicitly in the syntax of static method definition, because our
translation passes a type-rep as an extra argument in static method
calls. Type environments map type variables to constraints, and
term variables to extended types. The remainder of BILC is best
learnt by comparison with BILG, with an emphasis on the new fea-
tures.

Constraints The implementation handles specialization and
sharing based on compatibility of instantiations. Two instantia-
tions arecompatible, and their code can be shared, if for any pa-
rameterized class its compilation at these instantiations gives rise
to identical code and other execution structures (e.g.,field layout
and GC tables), except for the instantiation-specific dictionaries de-
scribed below. A piece of specialized code is generated for each
set of compatible instantiations reached in the program. To prevent
specialized code from being instantiated with improper type argu-
ments, constraints on the representation of terms inhabited by types
(not to be confused with type-reps) are introduced. For instance, a
natural choice is to let all reference types be compatible with each
other, because objects of reference types are represented as point-
ers, so no distinction is made for field layout or code generation;
hence a natural constraintref for all (terms of) reference types is
useful.

In BILC, type parameters in generic class and method definitions
are qualified with constraints (s) to limit the type arguments with
which the class or method can be instantiated. Besides the con-

straintref used for all reference types, there are two “singleton
constraints”i4 andi8, satisfied byint32 andint64 respectively.

Type-reps To support exact run-time types without using a type-
passing interpretation, we represent run-time type information by
ordinary terms. These type-reps are analyzed by those expressions
that require run-time type information, such as object creation and
type test. ValueRT is the type-rep forT, for closedT. For a type
C<U> whereU are open, the type-rep can be constructed using
expressionmkrepC<U>e, whereeare the type-reps ofU.

We also introduce type-reps for method descriptors (M). They sim-
ply provide a means for referring to method descriptors at run-time.
Value RM is the type-rep for closedM, and the type-rep of open
method descriptors can be constructed using amkrep expression.

We use theRep type constructor to assign types to type-reps. A
type-rep ofT or M has the typeRep(T) or Rep(M) respectively.

Dictionaries Type-reps are used by operations that require run-
time type information. Inside a piece of shared code, the type-reps
of open types cannot be determined statically — they can only be
constructed after the type arguments are given. To avoid costly rep-
etition of these constructions, the implementation uses dictionaries
to store type-reps for open types, which are pre-computed when a
generic class or method is instantiated.

Syntactically, a dictionary is simply a vector of values. In BILC,
dictionaries for classes and methods are accessed using expressions
objdictie andmdictie respectively. Givene as an object of the
class instantiation or a type-rep of the method descriptor, the above
two expressions fetch theith element out of the corresponding dic-
tionary.

The type of the dictionary elements are explicitly specified by the
with clause in the class and method definitions. The type system al-
lows these definitions to specify arbitrary dictionary types, as long
as the dictionary elements are type-rep values. A dictionary map
δ (mapping instantiated types and method descriptors to dictionar-
ies) contains all the dictionaries that the program may refer to, and
their types match those specified by the corresponding class and
method definitions. Virtual methods do not take dictionaries, sim-
ply because we do not make use of dictionaries to translate virtual
methods.

The remainder of BILC is relatively easy to understand. The types
of BILC do not affect evaluation, and run-time type information
is acquired from type-reps. An object creation expressionI(e,e′)
creates a new object whose typeI has the type-repe. A type test
expressioneisinstT e′ or e′′ testseagainst the type-repe′ of type
T. Types still occur inside this type test and some other expressions
but only to enable BILC to be statically typed. For conciseness, we
safely omit the argument and return types from method descriptors
since we do not support overloading. Field types are also omitted
from field access expressions. A new syntactic category ofdescrip-
tors is introduced to cover both types and method descriptors.

As in BILG, the top of the class hierarchyobject is handled spe-
cially. We useRob j as the type-rep ofobject. Aside from the extra
handling of constraints, type-reps, and dictionaries, the semantics
are still in the style of Featherweight GJ. We use the following judg-
ment forms to define the static semantics.



Field Lookup: fields(I) = . . .

fields(object) = {}

D(C) = class C<X.s> : I {U1 f1; md} with τ
fields([T/X]I) = U2 f2

fields(C<T>) = U2 f2, [T/X]U1 f1

Method Lookup: mtype(I .m) = . . .
mbody(I .m<T>) = . . .

D(C) = class C<X.s> : I {U f; md} with τ
m not defined inmd
mtype(C<T1>.m) = mtype([T1/X]I .m)
mbody(C<T1>.m<T2>) = mbody([T1/X]I .m<T2>)

D(C) = class C<X.s1> : I {U f; md} with τ′
static/virtual U′ m<Y.s2>(τ x) { e} with τ′′ ∈ md

mtype(C<T1>.m) = [T1/X](<Y.s2>τ → U′)
mbody(C<T1>.m<T2>) = 〈x, [T1/X,T2/Y]e〉

Dict Type: dictty(I) = τ
dictty(M) = τ

D(C) = class C<X.s> : I {U f; md} with τ
dictty(C<T>) = [T/X]τ

D(C) = class C<X.s1> : I {T′ f; md} with τ′
static U′ m<Y.s2>(τ x) { e} with τ′′ ∈ md

dictty(C<T>::m<U>) = [T/X,U/Y]τ′′

Figure 6. Macros on fields and methods lookup.

E ` T .s (T satisfies constraint s in E)
E ` D ok (D well-formed in E)
E ` I <: I ′ (I is subtype of I′ in E)
E ` e : T (e has type T in E)
` md ok in C<X.s> (md well-formed in C<X.s>)
` cd ok (cd well-formed)

Macros for manipulating fields and methods (Figure 6) are formu-
lated in largely the same way as those of BILG. The definitions are
based on substitutions of types. Since types do not affect evalua-
tion, these substitutions can be viewed as no-ops at run-time. The
macrodicttysimply collects the types of the dictionary elements to
help ease the presentation of the typing rules.

The typing rules are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. A type is well-
formed in an environment only if the environment contains all the
type variables used in the type. An instantiated type or method de-
scriptor is well-formed if the type arguments satisfy the constraints
as specified by the judgment of constraint satisfaction. Class typ-
ing makes sure that any type argument of a class which satisfies the
constraints can be safely used to instantiate the superclass; it also
enforces that dictionaries only contain type-reps. Method typings
are straightforward extensions of those of BILG.

The expression typing takes into account the constraint satisfaction
for method instantitations. Types of type-reps are checked to en-
sure that they indeed represent the types of interest. Typing the

Constraint Satisfaction: E ` T .s

X.s,x : τ ` Xi .si E ` I .ref

E ` int32.i4 E ` int64.i8

Descriptor Formation: E ` D ok

X.s,x : τ ` Xi ok E ` int32 ok E ` int64 ok

D(C) = class C<X.s> : I {. . .} with τ
E ` T ok E` T .s

E ` C<T> ok

D(C) = class C<X.s1> : I {T′ f; md} with τ′
static/virtual U′ m<Y.s2>(τ x) { e} with τ′′ ∈ md
E ` C<T> ok E` U ok E` U .s2

E ` C<T>::m<U> ok

Class and Method Typing: ` cd ok
` md ok in C<X.s>

X.s` I ok fields(I) = U g f andg disjoint
` md ok in C<X.s> τi = Rep(. . .)

` class C<X.s> : I {T f; md} with τ ok

D(C) = class C<X.s> : I {. . .} with τ′
X.s,Y.s′,x : τ ` e : T τ′′i = Rep(. . .)

` static T m<Y.s′>(τ x) { e} with τ′′ ok in C<X.s>

D(C) = class C<X.s> : I {. . .} with τ
X.s,Y.s′,x : T,this : C<X> ` e : T

` virtual T m<Y.s′>(T x) { e} ok in C<X.s>

Figure 7. Class and method typing.

dicitionary access is straightforward given the macrodictty. As in
the implementation, dictionaries of objects are accessed through the
object record. Hence we choose to letobjdictieobtain the dictio-
nary through the objecte, instead of directly taking the correspond-
ing type-rep.

To obtain a modelling closer to the implementation and achieve
more appealing erasure properties, we give a small-step reduction
semantics for BILC in Figure 9. The judgmentδ ` e 7→ e′ means
“under dictionary mapδ the expressione reduces to expressione′”.
Substitutions of terms should be viewed as local bindings in an im-
plementation. We omit the usual congruence rules due to space
constraints.

A well-formed dictionary map is required for the safe execution of
BILC programs. A dictionary mapδ is well-formed, writteǹ δ,
if it maps every closed descriptorD to a vector of valuesδ(D) = v
such that{} ` v : dictty(D). In practice, of course, one cannot im-
plement such an infinite map directly; but observe that any partic-
ular terminating program execution will only touch a finite number
of entries in the map. This can be implemented by lazy lookup and
creation of dictionaries, as is the case in the CLR.



Subtyping: E ` I <: I ′

E ` I <: I
E ` I <: I ′ E ` I ′ <: I ′′

E ` I <: I ′′

D(C) = class C<X.s> : I {. . .} E ` C<T> ok

E ` C<T> <: [T/X]I

Expression Typing: E ` e : τ

E ` e : I E ` I <: I ′

E ` e : I ′ E ` i4 : int32

E ` i8 : int64 X.s, . . .x : τ . . . ` x : τ

E ` I ok E` e : Rep(I)
fields(I) = T f E ` e′ : T

E ` I(e,e′) : I

mtype(I .m) = <X.s>τ → T E ` U .s
E ` e : [U/X]τ

E ` ecall I::m<U> : [U/X]T

mtype(I .m) = <X.s>T → T′ E ` U .s
E ` e0 : I E ` e : [U/X]T

E ` e0 ecallvirt I::m<U> : [U/X]T′

E ` e : I fields(I) = T f

E ` eldfld I::fi : Ti

E ` e : I ′ E ` e′ : Rep(I) E ` e′′ : I

E ` eisinstI e′ or e′′ : I

E ` T ok
E ` RT : Rep(T)

E ` M ok
E ` RM : Rep(M)

E ` C<T> ok E` e : Rep(T)

E ` mkrepC<T>e : Rep(C<T>)

E ` C<T>::m<U> ok
E ` e : Rep(T) E ` e′ : Rep(U)

E ` mkrepC<T>::m<U>(e,e′) : Rep(C<T>::m<U>)

E ` e : I dictty(I) = τ
E ` objdictie : τi

E ` e : Rep(M) dictty(M) = τ
E ` mdictie : τi

Figure 8. Expression typing.

Reflected Subtyping: RI ≺ RI

{} ` I <: I ′

RI ≺ RI ′

Reduction: (congruence rules omitted) δ ` e 7→ e′

mbody(I .m<T>) = 〈x,e′〉
δ ` v call I::m<T> 7→ [v/x]e′

v0 = I ′(v′,v′′) mbody(I ′.m<T>) = 〈x,e′〉
δ ` v0 v callvirt I::m<T> 7→ [v0/this,v/x]e′

v = I ′(v′,v) fields(I) = T f

δ ` v ldfld I::fi 7→ vi

v1 = I(v,v′) v≺ v2

δ ` v1 isinstT v2 or v3 7→ v1

v1 = I(v,v′) v≺/ v2

δ ` v1 isinstT v2 or v3 7→ v3

vi = RTi

δ ` mkrepC<T>v 7→ RC<T>

vi = RTi v′i = RUi

δ ` mkrepC<T>::m<U>(v,v′) 7→ RC<T>::m<U>

v = C<T>(RC<T>,w) δ(C<T>) = v

δ ` objdictiv 7→ vi

v = RC<T>::m<U> δ(C<T>::m<U>) = v

δ ` mdictiv 7→ vi

Figure 9. Reduction rules of BILC.

The most interesting reduction rules are those for type test; they
show that type-reps are inspected at run-time. We use a rule for
“reflected subtyping” to handle these cases, lifting the static subtype
relation over closed types to a relation over type-reps.

The reduction rule for object dictionary lookup (objdictiv) in-
spects the type-rep stored in the object for fetching a dictionary
out of δ. Although the class instantiation also appears as the type
tag of the object, it is not accessible at run-time when all types are
erased. The reduction rule for method dictionary lookup (mdictiv),
in contrast, directly inspects the type-rep argument.

An inspection of the reduction rules shows that types are irrelevant
for the evaluation. A type-erasure semantics [5], in which all type-
related operations and parameters are erased, is presented in the
companion technical report [28].

As in BILG, we annotate judgments and helpers with the class table
D when we wish to be more explicit. We say thatD is a valid class
table if`D cd okfor each class definitioncd in D.



Lemma 1 (BILC substitution) Suppose thatD is a valid class
table. IfX.s,x : τ′ `D e : τ, ` T .s, and `D v : [T/X]τ′ then
`D [v/x,T/X]e : [T/X]τ.

Proof sketch. By induction on the structure of the derivation
X.s,x : τ′ `D e : τ. 2

Theorem 2 (BILC progress) Suppose thatD is a valid class
table. If`D δ and{} `D e : τ then eithere is a value or there exists
e′ such thatδ `D e 7→ e′.

Proof sketch.By induction on the structure of the typing derivation.
2

Theorem 3 (BILC evaluation preserves typing) Suppose thatD
is a valid class table,X.s,x : τ `D e : τ, `D vi : [U/X]τi holds for
all vi ∈ v andτi ∈ τ, and`D δ. If δ `D [v/x,U/X]e 7→ e′ then
X.s,x : τ `D e′ : τ.

Proof sketch.By induction on the structure of the evaluation deriva-
tion. 2

4 Translation

4.1 Overview

BILC as introduced in the previous section is expressive enough
to demonstrate most of the key ideas used in the implementation
of generic IL. Run-time type information is captured using type-
reps. Objects contain the type-reps of their class instantiations; thus
the class type-parameters can be accessed at run-time. To share
code as much as possible and at the same time efficiently support
exact run-time types, type-reps of open types are pre-computed and
stored in dictionaries, which are passed in as an extra parameter
for static methods, and accessed through the self pointer for non-
generic virtual methods. For generic virtual methods, type-reps for
open types can be constructed at run-time. All these features are
studied in our formal translation.

Based on the type arguments, every generic class or method is trans-
lated into several specialized versions, with some of them shared by
different instantiations. Following the current implementation, we
use a global policy, generating unshared code for primitive instan-
tiations and shared code for the rest. One can think of this policy as
a partition {ref,i4,i8} of all closed types, with every type satis-
fying exactly one constraint.

4.2 Example

We first give an example to illustrate the idea of static method trans-
lation. The source program that we are compiling, as shown in
Figure 10, is a simple generic classC<X> which defines a generic
static methodm<Y>. The body of the method refers to an open type
C2<X> and an open method descriptorC3<X>::m3<Y>.

The translation specializes the classC and its methodm into sev-
eral versions in the target language, one for each constraint in the
partition, based on their type arguments. Given the above partition
{ref,i4,i8}, we useC@r as the class name for the specialized
version ofC where the type argument satisfiesref, andC@i4 and
C@i8 for those where the type argument satisfiesi4 andi8 re-
spectively. Similar mangling applies to the method namem.

class C<X> : C′<X> {
X f;
static int32 m<Y>(X x,Y y) {

. . .
e1 newobj C1<>
. . .
e2 isinst C2<X> or e′2
. . .
e3 call int32 C3<X>::m3<Y>(int32)
. . .

}
}

Figure 10. Example source program.

To access open descriptors inside static method bodies whose code
is shared between different instantiations, we let static methods take
an extra argument as the type-rep of its own instantiation. The
callers of the method must provide the actual type-rep given the
instantiation information.

The type-rep of a static method instantiation contains enough infor-
mation about the type arguments, which is sufficient in constructing
the type-reps of open descriptors. However, if the construction hap-
pens repetitively, extra overhead is incurred. We apply a “lifting”
optimization where all the type-reps of open descriptors form a dic-
tionary which is constructed only once on the caller’s side.

Dictionary constructions are abstracted using the dictionary map (δ)
in our formalization. For any particular BILG method, all the sites
where open types will be needed can be determined statically, and
furthermore these type expressions are fully known statically with
respect to the type parameters in scope. Our translation puts the
types of the dictionary elements in the class or method definition
for static type-checking. Based on these types and the fact that ev-
ery representation type is inhabited by exactly one type-rep values,
the dictionary map simply maps any given class instantiations or
method descriptors to their dictionaries.

The statically determined dictionary layout indicates that one can
access the dictionary for open descriptors by specifying fixed off-
sets. This is a much cheaper operation than the run-time construc-
tion of type-reps.

Based on this scheme, a translation of the above classC is shown
in Figure 11, where we use|ei | to stand for the translation ofei .
ClassC is specialized into three different classesC@r, C@i4 and
C@i8. As indicated by thewith clauses of the class definitions,
the dictionaries of these specialized classes are empty. This is be-
cause our translation makes use of dictionaries of classes for virtual
methods only.

Take the definition ofC@r as an example, the super classC′ is
specialized based on the type argument. In correspondence with
the methodm in the source program, we now define three special-
ized versions. Methodm@r suffices in explaining the idea of static
method translation. AssumingC2<X> andC3<X>::m3<Y> are the
only open descriptors in the source program, the dictionary type is
as shown in thewith clause. We let the method definition take an
extra parameterxd, whose type dictates that only the actual type-
rep of the method can be passed in. Inside the method body, we
use the dictionary lookup expressionmdictixd to access for open
type-reps. For the closed typeC1<> in the source program, the cor-
responding type-rep is statically known asRC1<>.



Specializing atref

class C@r<X.ref> : C′@r<X> {
X f;
static int32 m@r<Y.ref>

(Rep(C@r<X>::m@r<Y>) xd,X x,Y y) {
. . .
C1<>(RC1<>, |e1|)
. . .
|e2| isinstC2@r<X> (mdict1xd) or

∣∣e′2∣∣
. . .
(mdict2xd) |e3|

call C3@r<X>::m3@r<Y>
. . .

} with (Rep(C2@r<X>),Rep(C3@r<X>::m3@r<Y>))

static int32 m@i4<>
(Rep(C@r<X>::m@i4<>) xd,X x,int32 y) {

. . .
C1<>(RC1<>, |e1|)
. . .
|e2| isinstC2@r<X> (mdict1xd) or

∣∣e′2∣∣
. . .
(mdict2xd) |e3|

call C3@r<X>::m3@i4<>
. . .

} with (Rep(C2@r<X>),Rep(C3@r<X>::m3@i4<>))

. . .code for m@i8 omitted. . .
} with ()

Specializing ati4

class C@i4<> : C′@i4<> {
int32 f;
static int32 m@r<Y.ref>

(Rep(C@i4<>::m@r<Y>) xd,int32 x,Y y) {
. . .
C1<>(RC1<>, |e1|)
. . .
|e2| isinstC2@i4<> RC2@i4<> or

∣∣e′2∣∣
. . .
(mdict1xd) |e3| call C3@i4<>::m3@r<Y>
. . .

} with (Rep(C3@i4<>::m3@r<X>))

. . .code for m@i4 and m@i8 omitted. . .
} with ()

Specializing ati8 Omitted.

Figure 11. Translation of the example source program.

The remainder of the code is generated following similar ideas.
In relation with an actual implementation, the argument passed to
static methods asxd can be understood as a pointer to the method’s
dictionary. The dictionary lookup operationmdict consists of de-
referencing the dictionary pointer and fetching an element based on
a fixed offset. The potentially infinite nature of the dictionary map
is handled by constructing dictionaries on-demand.

4.3 Formal Translation

The above example illustrates the translation of static methods,
which makes use of a dictionary for each method instantiation. Al-
though non-generic virtual methods could use the same scheme, its
non-generic nature allows optimizations. We let the dictionary of a
class instantiation be a combined dictionary for all its non-generic
virtual methods. Inside a virtual method body, this dictionary can
be accessed through the self pointer; thus there is no need to carry
an extra argument.

Generic virtual methods are altogether more challenging. The dic-
tionary map cannot generate an appropriate dictionary from the
caller’s side, because it is unknown statically which method body
will be called. In our formalization, we fall back to construct type-
reps of open descriptors at run-time. This provides a good compari-
son with, and demonstrates the advantage of, the dictionary-passing
scheme used for static methods. We will discuss more efficient im-
plementations for generic virtual methods in section 5.

For simplicity, we omit the special treatment of non-generic classes,
for which optimizations are straightforward.

The formal translation roughly consists of expression translation,
method translation, and class translation.

Expression translation Expression translation is shown in Fig-
ure 12. It is parameterized on adescriptor lookupfunction ψ and
a specialization environmentρ. The functionψ returns type-reps
for all descriptors (ψ(D) : Rep(D)). The environmentρ maps type
variables to their constraints (ρ ::= X 7→ s). These are both provided
by the method translation.

Most parts of the expression translation simply propagate the trans-
lation to sub-components. The only interesting cases are object cre-
ation, run-time type test, and method invocation. Object creation
and run-time type test obtain type-reps usingψ. Static calls obtain
the type-reps of the method descriptors and use them as an extra
argument. There is nothing special about the translation of non-
generic virtual calls, because the implicit self pointer suffices in lo-
cating the dictionary. On contrast, generic virtual calls require pass-
ing in the type-reps of the type arguments to the generic method, so
that type-reps of open types inside the target virtual method can be
constructed.

We define a few helpers to abstract operations used in the transla-
tion. Some target class or method may expect less type arguments
due to specialization. This is captured asargument specialization,
which performs a target-to-target transformation on vector of types
by throwing away anthing that is specialized for a singleton con-
straint.Type specializationtells us which constraint a type belongs
to; it refers toρ for the specialization choices of type variables.

Type translation is mostly straightforward. To translate an instanti-
ated type, we first translate the type arguments recursively. A spe-
cialized version of the class is then chosen, based on the constraints



Exp Translation: |e|ψρ = e′

|ldc.i4 i4|ψρ = i4
|ldc.i8 i8|ψρ = i8
|ldarg x|ψρ = x

|enewobj I |ψρ = |I |ρ(eR, |e|ψρ )
whereeR = ψ(|I |ρ)

|ecall M|ψρ = ed |e|ψρ call |M|ρ
anded = ψ(|M|ρ)

|e0 ecallvirt M|ψρ = |e0|ψρ |e|ψρ callvirt |M|ρ
if M non-generic

|e0 ecallvirt M|ψρ = |e0|ψρ eR |e|ψρ callvirt |M|ρ
where|M|ρ = C<T>::m<U>

andeR = ψ(TU)
|eldfld T I::f |ψρ = |e|ψρ ldfld |I |ρ::f

|eisinst I or e1|ψρ = |e|ψρ isinst|I |ρ eR or |e1|ψρ
whereeR = ψ(|I |ρ)

Arguments Specialization: T%s= T′

[ ]%[ ] = [ ]

(T,T)%(s,s) =
{

T,T%s if s= ref

T%s otherwise

Type Specialization: specρ(T) = s

specρ(int32) = i4

specρ(int64) = i8

specρ(X) = ρ(X)
specρ(C<T>) = ref

Type Translation: |T|ρ = T′

|int32|ρ = int32

|int64|ρ = int64

|X|ρ =

 X if ρ(X) = ref
int32 if ρ(X) = i4
int64 if ρ(X) = i8∣∣C<T>

∣∣
ρ = C@s<

∣∣T∣∣
ρ %s> wheres= specρ(T)

Method Descriptor Translation: |M|ρ = M′

∣∣U I::m<T>(U)
∣∣
ρ = |I |ρ::m@s<

∣∣T∣∣
ρ %s>

wheres= specρ(T)

Value Translation: |v|ρ = v′

|i4|ρ = i4
|i8|ρ = i8∣∣I(f 7→ v)

∣∣
ρ = |I |ρ(R|I |ρ , |v|ρ)

Figure 12. Expression translation.

Object dictionary lookup: objdictτx:τ(D) = e

objdictτx:τ(D) =
{

RD if D closed
objdictix if τi = Rep(D)

Method dictionary lookup: mdictτx:τ(D) = e

mdictτx:τ(D) =
{

RD if D closed
mdictix if τi = Rep(D)

Run-time lookup: mkrepXx:τ(D) = e

mkrepXx:τ(Xi) = xi

mkrepXx:τ(D) = RD, if D closed
mkrepXx:τ(C<T>) = mkrepC<T>(e)

whereei = mkrepXx:τ(Ti)
mkrepXx:τ(C<T>::m<U>) = mkrepC<T>::m<U>(ee′)

whereei = mkrepXx:τTi

e′i = mkrepXx:τUi

Figure 14. Descriptor lookup.

of these type arguments. Furthermore, argument specialization fil-
ters out types that are fully-specialized. Method descriptor transla-
tion is defined similarly.

Class translation As shown in Figure 13 (where the trivial trans-
lation of object is omitted), a BILG class is translated into a set
of classes in BILC, based on the constraints of the type arguments
X. These constraints form a specialization environmentρ. The set
of all possible specialization environments forX is abstracted as
SEnv(X). A target class is generated for eachρ ∈ SEnv(X).

For a specialization environmentρ, the translation mangles the
class name with the constraints of the type arguments. The argu-
ments are specialized properly, and the super class instantiation and
field types are translated using type translation.

Given a BILG class definition, the dictionary types (τ) of the trans-
lated BILC classes can be determined by walking through all non-
generic virtual method bodies in the source and collecting all open
descriptors. Straightforward recursion over the program structure
suffices in defining this operation, whose lengthy definition is omit-
ted due to space constraints.

Based on the dictionary type, the dictionary mapδ can easily gener-
ate the actual dictionary for any given class instantiation. For simi-
lar space concerns, we also omit a formal definition of this map.

Once the dictionary layout of a class is determined, the descriptor
lookup functionψ can be defined by applying theobject dictionary
lookupfunction (objdict) on the dictionary type and the self pointer.
As shown in Figure 14, for a closed descriptor,objdict returns its
type-rep directly; for an open descriptor,objdict returns an expres-
sion which queries the proper dictionary slot for its type-rep.

Given the descriptor lookup functionψ, the specialization environ-
mentρ, and the class instantiation itself, every method in the source
class is translated into a set of methods, and all these sets are com-
bined to form the methods of the target class.



Method Translation: |md|ψ,I
ρ = md

∣∣virtual U m<>(T x) { e}
∣∣ψ,I
ρ =

{
virtual |U|ρ m<>(

∣∣T∣∣
ρ x) { |e|ψρ }

}
∣∣static U m<Y>(T x) { e}

∣∣ψ,I
ρ =

{
static |U|ρ∪ρ′ m@s<Y′ .ref>(τd xd,

∣∣T∣∣
ρ∪ρ′ x) { |e|ψ

′

ρ∪ρ′} with τ
}

ρ′∈SEnv(Y)
whereρ(Y) = s andY%s= Y′ andτd = Rep(I::m@s<Y

′
>)

andτ is the dictionary type andψ′ = mdictτxd:τd

∣∣virtual U m<Y>(T x) { e}
∣∣ψ,C<X>
ρ =

{
virtual |U|ρ∪ρ′ m@s<Y′ .ref>(τ z,

∣∣T∣∣
ρ∪ρ′ x) { |e|ψ

′

ρ∪ρ′}
}

ρ′∈SEnv(Y)
whereρ(Y) = s andY%s= Y′ andXY′ = Z1, . . . ,Zn

andψ′ = mkrepZz:τ andτi = Rep(Zi) and length ofY is greater than 0

Class Translation: |cd|= cd

∣∣class C<X> : I {T f; md}
∣∣ =

{
class C@s<X′ .ref> : |I |ρ {

∣∣T∣∣
ρ f;

∣∣md
∣∣ψ,C@s<X

′>
ρ } with τ

}
ρ∈SEnv(X)

whereρ(X) = s andX%s= X′

andτ is the dictionary type andψ = objdictτ
this:C@s<X′>

Figure 13. Class and method translation.

Method translation Similar to classes, methods are translated
into sets of specialized methods. For simplicity, we assume implicit
convertion between our set and vector notations.

The translation of a non-generic virtual method is simply performed
by translating the signature and method body, passing on the de-
scriptor lookup functionψ and specialization environmentρ.

A static method is translated into multiple versions based on all pos-
sible specialization environmentsρ′ of the method type arguments.
Aside from mangling method names, specializing type arguments,
and deciding dictionary types, the interesting part of this transla-
tion is that an extra parameter is introduced. The type of this extra
parameter dictates that the actual argument passed in can only be a
type-rep of the method instantiation. For the method body to be able
to look up open descriptors using the extra argument, the descrip-
tor lookup functionψ′ is defined usingmethod dictionary lookup
(mdict, as shown in Figure 14), which returns type-reps for closed
descriptors, and dictionary lookup expressions for open descriptors
based on the dictionary layout.

The remainder of static method translation involves translating the
signature and method body, and passing on the appropriate descrip-
tor lookup functionψ′ and specialization environmentρ∪ρ′ to ex-
pression translation.

In contrast, the translation of generic virtual methods takes the type-
reps of the type arguments themselves as extra parameters. The
descriptor lookup functionψ′ is defined using “run-time lookup”
(mkrep), which returns expressions that construct type-reps at run-
time when necessary.

By comparing method dictionary lookup (mdict) and run-time
lookup (mkrep), it is clear that the dictionary-passing scheme
(which involves only de-referencing and numeric indexing) is more

efficient than building type-reps at run-time (which involves the
mkrep operation). In the actual implementation of generic IL, a
scheme based on run-time lookup is typically slower by at least an
order of magnitude than one based on dictionary-passing [14].

Soundness of translation We first define a translation of a type
environmentE given a dictionary environmentψ and amatching
specialization environmentρ that covers all type variables inE. In
the case whereψ is an object dictionary lookup function, the type
translation ofE is undefined if the binding for the self pointer argu-
ment (x : τ) does not occur inE. This is merely used to simply the
soundness proof.

∣∣X,x : T
∣∣
ρ = X%ρ(X).ref,x :

∣∣T∣∣
ρ∣∣X,x : T

∣∣objdictτx:τ
ρ =

∣∣X,x : T
∣∣
ρ (if x : τ ∈

∣∣X,x : T
∣∣
ρ)∣∣X,x : T

∣∣mdictτx:τ
ρ =

∣∣X,x : T
∣∣
ρ ,x : τ∣∣X,x : T

∣∣mkrepX%ρ(X)
z:τ

ρ =
∣∣X,x : T

∣∣
ρ ,z : τ

Based on our formal translation, a valid class tableD of BILG is
translated into a valid class tableD ′ of BILC. The following type-
preservation theorem on the translation of expressions can be used
to derive the preservation of well-formedness on that of methods
and classes, and hence the above preservation of valid class tables.
Note that although expression typing assumes a class table, it only
uses it in syntactic ways. Thus our type-preservation theorem of
expression translation does not reply on the preservation theorem
of valid class tables.

Theorem 4 (Type preservation) If D is a valid class table and
translates toD ′, E `D e : T, ρ is a matching specialization



environment ofE, andψ satisfies that|E|ψρ `D ′ ψ(D) : Rep(D)

holds for anyD ∈ dom(ψ), then|E|ψρ `D ′ |e|ψρ : |T|ρ.

Proof sketch.The proof is done straightforwardly by induction on
the structure of the derivationE `D e: T, after factoring out lemmas
on field and method lookup macros and subtyping. The key point
is that these lemmas only refer to the class table in syntactic ways.
Expressions of BILG are all translated into their counterparts in
BILC. Although some of them refer to BILC expression on type-
reps and dictionaries, they only do so through the descriptor lookup
functionψ, whose result types are the desired ones by assumption.
2

Our translation is also semantics-preserving. This theorem is for-
malized by assuming a correct descriptor lookup functionψ which
yields expressions that reduce to the correct type-rep.

Theorem 5 (Semantics preservation)SupposeD is a valid class
table and translates toD ′, `D ′ δ. SupposeX,x : T `D e : T′,
`D v : [U/X]T, ρ ∈ SEnv(X), specρ(U) = ρ(X) = s, andψ
satisfies that

∣∣X,x : T
∣∣ψ
ρ `D ′ ψ(D) : Rep(D) for anyD ∈ dom(ψ).

Let X′ .ref,x : τ,x′ : τ′ =
∣∣X,x : T

∣∣ψ
ρ andU′ =

∣∣U∣∣
ρ %s. If

(x = v) `D [U/X]e⇓ w, and `D ′
v′ : [U′/X′]τ′, then

δ `D ′
[v′/x′, |v|ρ/x]

∣∣[U/X]e
∣∣ψ
ρ 7→∗ |w|ρ.

Proof sketch.The proof is done straightforwardly by induction on
the structure of the derivation(x = v) `D e⇓ w, after factoring out
lemmas on field and method lookup macros. Translations of BILG
expressions do not directly refer toδ, because they do not refer to
BILC expressions on type-reps and dictionaries directly. They are
abstracted away by the descriptor lookup functionψ, whose result
types are the desired representation types by assumption. These
result expressions reduce to the desired type-reps, because repre-
sentation types are singleton types. 2.

5 Discussion and Related Work

Type-reps BILC makes use of term-level type-reps for opera-
tions that require exact run-time types, avoiding a type-passing in-
terpretation (that is, one in which type parameters are interpreted
both staticallyandas values passed at runtime). In spirit our type-
reps are similar to those of intensional type analysis (ITA) [5] in
that every representation type (theRep construct of BILC) is in-
habited by exactly one type-rep value, hence type-reps faithfully
reflect type information at run-time. However, the handling of type-
reps in BILC is quite different from that of ITA. Most importantly,
our type-reps are based onnamesof types, instead ofstructures.
In particular, BILC does not provide a structural way of construct-
ing and deconstructing type-reps. Instead, type-rep construction is
abstracted using a primitivemkrep, and the type-rep values (RD)
are inspected by expressions that require types at run-time. For in-
stance, the type test expression (isinst) inspects type-reps based
on a reflected subtyping relation. (It is interesting to note that the
efficient implementation of reflected subtyping tests are the subject
of much recent research [23]).

We also extended the idea of name-based type-reps to method de-
scriptors. This greatly simplifies the handling of dictionaries. In
the actual implementation of IL generics, a dictionary may contain
both type-reps and pointers to other dictionaries, exhibiting a graph
structure. OurRep andR constructs are simply based on names,

relying on the dictionary map (δ) to provide a level of indirec-
tion to connect related dictionaries. This avoids the direct tackling
of recursion and sharing in dictionaries. The dictionary map also
helps to abstract away from the potential infinite nature of dictio-
naries due to polymorphic recursion. An implementation can pro-
vide a map which builds these dictionaries on demand. In contrast,
a model that makes explicit all these features appears to require
higher-kinded recursive types, whose formalization is conceivable,
but certainly less accessible (see later).

Name-based type-reps may also be an appropriate model for other
features that demand name equivalence, such as reflection and seri-
alization. For example, the CLR classSystem.Type (equivalently,
java.lang.Class in Java) could be modelled by the existential
∃X.Rep(X).

Value classes Our formalization can be extended to support pa-
rameterized value classes (calledstructsin C]), a distinctive feature
of which is that runtime types are not carried by values, since sub-
typing on value types is not supported. Hence to support sharing of
method code in value classes,all methods must be passed an extra
method-rep argument providing access to a dictionary.

Constraints on type parameters can be extended to support sharing
of generic classes across distinct value class instantiations, for ex-
ample using the same code forSet<Point> andSet<Size> where
Point andSize are both value classes with twoint fields. The
grammar of constraints would be extended with syntax{s} denot-
ing a ‘field layout’; a value class would satisfy such a constraint if
its constituent fields satisfied the constraintss component-wise.

Such constraints lead to infinitary class specialization; the transla-
tion of classes and methods as shown in Figure 13 then truly ab-
stracts away from the implementation, which clearly cannot be re-
alized by static compilation!

Specialization policies We make the observation that the spe-
cialization policy need not be fixed in the implementation, and fur-
thermore other interesting policies exist, such as generating spe-
cialized code for type arguments that arestring. In fact, our for-
malization can be customized using different partitionings of the
set of all closed types. For a partitioning to be valid regarding the
translation, obvious requirements include that it must be complete
(covering all closed types) and disjoint (no type belongs to more
than one partitions). It must also provide constraint satisfaction,
argument specialization, and type specialization judgments. Keen
readers may have noticed that we explicitly specify constraints in
BILC even though all type arguments have the same constraintref.
This allows us to accomodate easily other specialization policies.

A less obvious necessary condition is that it must be congru-
ent with respect to the structure of the types. For example, for
the actual implementation we considered generating specialized
code forall value classes, thus avoiding any dictionary lookups at
runtime, but this does breaks congruence: for example,string
shares the same constraint asobject but Pair<string,string>
andPair<object,object> would be distinct, ifPair is a two-
parameter value class. Then a generic methodm<X> that references
Pair<X,X> cannot be specialized under the constraintX.ref be-
cause no appropriate specialization ofPair exists.

Moving in the other direction, towards less specialization and more
sharing, it is worth noting that types with different constraints can
be shared if coercion operations such as boxing are employed.



Generic virtual methods Virtual methods which are themselves
generic introduces a new level of expressivity in the system of poly-
morphism that supports a kind of “first-class” polymorphism [15].
The implementation of this in the presence of infinitary code-
specialization requires JIT compilation, and when combined with
dictionaries requires some new implementation techniques. In
particular an appropriate dictionary cannot be generated from the
caller’s side. Our formal translation constructs type-reps of open
descriptors inside generic virtual methods at run-time, to demon-
strate the advantage of dictionary passing. Nonetheless, there are
more efficient schemes for implementing generic virtual methods,
e.g.,one may arrange to let the callee construct the dictionary and
reuse it inside the method body. Although different method calls of
the same instantiation would repeat the dictionary construction, the
cost is still amortized inside a single method call.

Structural typing Our target language BILC essentially embeds
in its type system the source types of BILG. This simplifies the for-
mal type system and semantics, and abstracts away the complexities
of inheritance and virtual method dispatch.

An alternative approach is to encode source types in a lower-level
language possessing structural type equivalence; typically this lan-
guage is based on a foundational calculus such asFω. Of course,
modelling inheritance and virtual methods is not trivial, for exam-
ple involving existentials and recursive types, features that would
not be considered lightly by an implementer.

But dispensing with nominal typing brings benefits: more optimiza-
tions can be expressed, and choices of representation made more
explicit. For example, given a generic classC<X> and an instanti-
ationC<string> we might specialize the code to produce a class
C@string, but also generate code forC@ref<X.ref> that can
be used for any reference type instantiation. Polymorphic contexts
would use the latter code, whilst the specialized code would be used
when the instantiation is known to bestring. This requires that
C@ref<string> be type-equivalent toC@string.

Type-theoretic constructs such as× andµ make it possible to de-
scribe the types of dictionaries without the use of names for method
dictionaries. For example:

• Suppose a generic methodm<X> uses the open typeVec<X>
and invokes two methodsn<X> and p<X> which both in
turn invoke q<X> which uses the typeSet<X>. Then the
type of the dictionary passed tom<string> can be ex-
pressed asRep(Vec<string>) × (Rep(Set<string>) ×
Rep(Set<string>)).

• Cycles in dictionary types can be expressed using recur-
sive types. For example, supposem<X> uses typeVec<X>
and invokesn<X> which in turn usesSet<X> and invokes
m<X>. The type of the dictionary passed tom<string> is
µD.Rep(Vec<string>)× (Rep(Set<string>)×D).

• Polymorphic recursion requires the use of higher-kinded re-
cursive types. For example, supposem<X> usesVec<X>
and then invokesm<Set<X>>. The type of the dic-
tionary passed tom<string> is (µD.λX.Rep(Vec<X>) ×
D(Set<X>)) string.

Previous approaches to implementing polymorphism Tradi-
tionally, implementation techniques for parametric polymorphism
have employed a uniform representation for values used in poly-
morphic contexts so that each polymorphic function is compiled to
a single piece of native code. In general, this requires expensive

boxing for primitive types such asint andfloat, and a great deal
of research involves cunning ways of alleviating this cost by reposi-
tioning or removing altogether the box and unbox operations [16].

Furthermore, most research has concentrated on ML-like languages
with purely static type systems in which source types do not affect
evaluation. Interestingly, much recent work on the implementa-
tion of polymorphism has reintroduced types into evaluation (“in-
tensional type analysis”) so that polymorphic code can switch on
the type at which it is used [9, 25]. The manipulation of types
at runtime can be expensive, particularly the construction of types
from type parameters that are not known statically. It is possible to
avoid all runtime type construction by lifting type applications to
top-level, which can be considered ‘link-time’ [24]. This technique
is similar to our use of dictionaries which can be created just once.

Similar type dictionary techniques are employed by Viroli and Na-
tali [27] in their implementation of generics for Java. In their
source-to-source translation, a single non-generic class in the tar-
get is used for all instantiations of a generic class in the source
(only reference instantiations are permitted). Dictionaries (which
they call ‘friend’ types) are manipulated using reflection features of
Java.

Code specialization (monomorphization) is rarely used as an imple-
mentation technique. The idea of specializing by representation (in-
stead of source type) as used in the implementation of CLR generics
has also been applied to whole program compilation for Standard
ML [2].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a formalization of the generics implementation
for the .NET Common Language Runtime, combining code shar-
ing, code specialization and efficient support for run-time types,
using dictionaries. In particular, we presented a type-preserving
and semantics-preserving translation from BILG, which is a minia-
ture formalization of Generic IL, to BILC, which abstracts the ex-
tended Common Language Runtime for generics. This work not
only serves as an application of advanced type theories to a widely
used industrial product and helps understanding possible imple-
mentation techniques, but also yields interesting research results,
such as name-based type-reps.

Potential future work includes extensions on other language fea-
tures (e.g.,value types), further translation down to lower-level lan-
guages (e.g.,TAL [19]), a separate modelling of the generics imple-
mentation in a lower-level calculus with structural equivalence (e.g.,
FLINT [26]), and formalizing Just-In-Time compilation to support
laziness.
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